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 At Rio, reading to learn is a core value of a literate culture within the English Department 

and throughout the school community and an ideal that we want all students to embrace. In an age 

of dexterous thumbs and rampant texting and pop up ads and sound bites, we want all students to 

value and see the relevance of reading critically and analytically in the context of a well-rounded 

and rigorous education that recognizes the pivotal role of reflecting and communicating concepts 

through reading and writing and participating in a learned discussion about texts and ideas. As 

parents, we are calling on your support of our ongoing literacy campaign. Students are assigned 

an average of 25-30 pages of a class novel or text every night. This constitutes a commitment of 

anywhere from 45 minutes to one hour from our students. Since most classes meet four days a 

week with a block period once a week, this devotion to read and reflect constitutes a weekly ritual 

of 3-4 hours total. This is a remarkably modest total in light of the three hours per day of sports 

practice or community volunteer work that many of our students undertake. Please provide your 

son/daughter with a minimum of 45 minutes quiet reading time every day or carve out family 

reading time each night.  Promote the idea of discussing books and learning from them. Foster the 

concept that reading constitutes a core ideal in our constantly evolving digital culture. Don’t 

accept the excuse that “I simply don’t have any homework tonight.” Your response should be, 

“Go and find a quiet spot with good light and read for the next hour. I am sure that your teacher 

will appreciate your insights into the assigned reading in class tomorrow.”  On behalf of the 

English Department, we appreciate your partnership in our home to school reading campaign and 

we look forward to everyone partaking in a life-long skill that contemplative pursuits such as 

reading can provide towards the intellectual success and social enrichment of our young readers 

and learners. Your child’s full and eager participation in our integrated program of reading and 

writing is greatly appreciated. Together, we will continue to maintain high standards of literacy 

for all students and prepare ourselves for the rigors of the newly adopted Common Core State 

Standards.  

Sincerely, 

 

Rio Americano H.S. English Department 

 

 

 

 


